Turnaround Services
We offer support for and during turnarounds, plant shutdowns, outages
and production stops for industrial companies. Whether it is for
emergency repairs or planned shutdowns, ERIKS has the management
and staff in-house to work along side and with plant personnel during
these work stoppages.

Quick Response
We follow a systematic approach to tackle any kind of factory outage in a
disciplined way. The use of gaskets requires a high level of precision and
know-how. To reduce the chance of incidents, it is important to be timely
and to work with a professional on-site.

Container Service
To service a plant shutdown and be successful you have to have the
right materials and the associated on-site inventory. These containers are
customer driven with capabilities from stocking inventory to fabrication
services around hose and gasket products. For this purpose, it is essential
that there are containers available at the location for temporary storage of
gaskets, bolts, nuts, tools and maintenance products. The containers can
also be arranged as a temporary workplace to ensure that there’s product
on-hand.

On-Site Know-How
Our service concept for turnarounds, equipment set-ups
and overhaul offers operators proven solutions, expert
installation and a high level of support, both before and
during the plant shutdown. We offer support in technical
calculations and decisions on gasket choice so we can
ensure that the plant shutdown goes as smoothly
as possible.
One of the largest refineries in the U.S. wrote to thank
us for a massive turnaround and capital project
that we were involved in. The note read as follows:

“I just wanted to take the time to thank all of your personnel for the

‘great service’ that we received during this fall turnaround. Everyone
gave their all (110%) to supply the needed material and service requested.
I personally and truly appreciate all of your efforts. It makes my job so
much better/easier. Once again...thank you!”
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Turnaround Services
Our Complete Turnaround Services
Long term rental & management terms (cost & billing)
Staffed and Un-staffed programs
tailored to customers needs

24-hour on-site inventory management

Daily usage reporting & requisition logs

Blast proof trailer capabilities

Gasket consignment & expedited replenishments

Purchase and rental blinding needs (Isolation,
Hydrostatic Test and Blind Flanges)

Fastener consignment &
expedited replenishments
Field gasket measuring capabilities
and quick turnaround production

12 & 24 hour dedicated
transportation service

Specialty gasket drawings and retention

Heat exchanger kitting capabilities
Technical services for bad acting sealing
applications on heat exchangers

Utility hose consignments

Specialty inventory management (Anode installation
kits, thread sealants & lubricants, Bonnet gaskets)

Our turnaround services are designed to ensure that our customers get back up
and running as quickly as possible.

For more information on how ERIKS
can help you during a shutdown,
contact one of our nearly 90
locations by visiting
www.eriksna.com.
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